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As of 4.30.23 there were 22 responses 
 

We run an Airbnb on the river and with the high flows, none of the fishermen have returned to stay with 

us. That hurts our bottom line. 

 

Can't say yet as the high flows are still going on. Property still underwater. 

 

Trailhead Pizza in Coffee Creek has seen a lower volume of income each year the lake levels have been so 

low. Tourism is way down. 

 

Lost income from lack of recreational users, about $3,500 in the month of March, not looking better for 

April. Without the lake last summer we saw a huge decrease in travelers to the area. We saw at least 30% 

decrease in business overall due to this alone. 

 

none. I'm curious how many people cancelled or rescheduled fishing trips due to the atmospheric river 

rain & snow systems that swept the state. I know we didn't receive the worst of the storms, but most of 

the rest of the state was. 

 

I have riverside property but won’t know if there was any damage until high flows subside. 

 

Rental income 6000 

 

Owner Old Bridge Rafting. We lost 6 weeks of steelhead fishing and my spring Rafting, we have lost 4 

weeks as it looks 😢. 

 

Due to the releases of trinity lake my docks are setting on the lake Bottom.still have to pay to have them 

on forest service property even thoe they are not useable.customers chose not to come to pinewood cove 

when they are unable to use the launch ramp and dock provided here at PWC they feal it's a 

inconvenience to have to go to miners vill to access the lake.2019 when we were able to access the lake 

from PWC the revenue has decreased roughly a $100.000 in income 
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I have worked for Shasta Rec as a camp host for 12 years. When Trinity Lake is low it has a huge impact 

on our occupancy throughout all of the Trinity and Lewiston Campgrounds. The loss of thousands of camp 

visitors with their boats, kayaks, paddle boards, money for groceries, restaurants, laundromat, hardware 

stores, etc is causing the loss of millions of $$$ for the local communities and businesses and absolutely 

effects the operations budget to care for campgrounds for staff & maintenance. 

 

I am a fishing guide that lost 11 days of work in the month of March. Around $6600.00 in income. 

 

I am an insurance agent. When my clients do well and make more money, I in turn make more money as I 

have many businesses in Trinity County insured. 

 

2k-3k in boat rentals and retail sales for April alone. 

 

As a retailer in Weaverville, I’m affected by any reduction of spring tourism connected to fishing and river 

recreation. However, I strongly support restoration efforts for our Trinity River and see that as the greater 

good, economically. I’m aware of the complex challenges to our fisheries and see these releases as science 

based. In this age of global climate change and drought, the withdrawal of water from the watershed to 

the Central Valley is the thorny problem. 

 

Loss of rental increases mcime $5,000 to 10,000 to daw for this year. 

 

My family & I are riverfront property owners in Douglas City and have refused to participate in TRRP 

projects or allow them on our land, and the way they filled in our deep water fishing hole with gravel 

dumped in far upstream, along with several other deep holes in the river,& changed the flow of the river 

so it now flows into & erodes our property line is unbelievable. I stopped going to TRRP meetings when I 

overheard the environmental engineers at the time bragging about how they lie on EIRs! 

 

Undercutting of the river banks 

 

Im a fly fishing guide that lives up on the Trinity from Sept to April, guiding 80-100 days in those 7 

months. Over 60% of my trips are done on the trinity and this year with the WFV I lost 21 days on the 

river. I also lost another 15 days as I also guide down in the valley and when those rivers are to high to 

fish I will take those trips and guide my clients on the Trinity. Due to the WFV I was unable to do that. 36 

days is over $20k in loss revenue that I cant make up. 

 

As a local fishing guide, I have cancelled 41 days of guide trips scheduled for the Lewiston area. My fee is 

600 per day, not including tips of course. That is a loss of $24,600! I would also point out that there would 
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have been 82 anglers in town staying at motels, vrbo, etc. and if they hadn’t booked their rooms yet, you 

may not get those losses from other businesses. Also, if TRRP gets their way, these losses will nearly 

double if Wfv starts dec 15th, like they want, instead of Feb 20 th. 

 

I have not experienced any property damage but I live on the lake and see the very poor condition it's 

in.please just let it recover before you release. The river was already running high before you started 

releasing. Your draining our lake😡 

 

We are still compiling the loss. It’s difficult because it’s not just this season we’ve lost. Unless the flows 

keep the river at a fishable level during the fishing season, we won’t see those anglers back that have been 

coming for years - they'll make traditions elsewhere. The guides will also point them elsewhere. With the 

salmon season in flux, and the loss of the fly fishing only section in April, I see a comunity wide loss of 

50% of tourism. cont below. 


